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0. Introduction. We are concerning with constructing a basis of the

Sn-module H Q[a:l,... ,arn]/(el,... ,e), where (el,...,e) denotes the ideal
generated by elementary symmetric polynomials e--e (al,... ,a)for
j-- 1,...,n.

Let P-Q[a:l,...,an] be the algebra of polynomials of n variables
a:l,...,a n with rational coefficients, on which the symmetric group Sn acts by
the permutation of the variables"

(orf)(a:,...,a:) f(aro<x),...,arn)) (or S).
Let us denote by A the subalgebra of P consisting of the symmetric polyno-
mials. Let e(xl,...,a:) lil<...<in ail...a: be the elementary symmet-
ric polynomial of degree j and put J+ (el,... ,e), an ideal generated by el,...,

e. The quotient algebra H-P/J+ has a structure of an S-module. It is
well known that the Sn-module H is isomorphic to the regular representa-
tion. In other words, every irreducible representation of S occurs in H with
multiplicity equal to its dimension. We will give a combinatorial procedure
to obtain a basis of each irreducible component of H.

For a Young diagram / of n cells, one can construct an Sn-module
V(/2) as follows (cf. [5]). For a tableau T of shape/2 put

A r II At(/3) P,
BI

where At(/3) is the product of differences a a: for the pair ((i, j) < j)
appearing in the /3-th column in T. The polynomial A r is clled the Specht
polynomial of T. The space V(/2) spanned by all the Specht polynomials A r
for tableaux T of shape /2 is naturally equipped with a structure of an

S-module. It is well known that V(/2) is irreducible for any Young diagram
/2 and has a basis {A r T is a standard tableau of shape

Our basis of H is parametrized by the pair of standard tableaux
(S, T) of the same shape and turns out to be a natural generalization of
these standard Specht polynomials. One finds a related topic in[i].

1. Standard tableaux and their indices. Fix a Young diagram
/2 (/21,...,/2)(/21 >_ ---_> /2 n _> 0) consisting of n cells. We often say that
/2 is a partition of n and write /2 -n. The set of tableaux (resp. standard
tableaux) of shape /2 is denoted by Tab(R) (resp. STab(,)) (cf. [5]). For a
standard tableau S of shape 2, one can associate the index tableau i(S) of
the same shape in the following manner (cf. [2]). Define the word w (S) by
reading S from the bottom to the top in consecutive columns, starting from
the left. The number 1 in the word w(S) has index 0. If the number k in the
word has index p, then k -F 1 has index p or p + 1 according as it lies to
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the right or the left of k. The charge c(S) of S is defined to be the sum of

the indices. For example, if S-- 2 4
5 then w(S)= 3110522041 where the

indices are attached as the subscript. Filling the index in corresponding cell
of the given tableau S, we obtain the index tableau i(S) of S. Note that one

can recover S by knowing i(S). Let S be a standard tableau and T a tableau
of the same shape 2, and let c(c, ) be the number in the (c, )-cell of T.
Put xr(s) ix in

xl "’’xn Here ik is the index in the (c, fl)-cell of i(S) where

124 135k c (, ). For example take S- 35 and T= 24 so that

i(S) 0 0 1 i(s) o o 2

1 2 Then xr xxx3x4x. In the next section, we will define

higher Specht polynomials by using monomials x<s).
{}2. Higher Speeht polynomials. For T Tab (), let R(T) and

C(T) denote the row stabilizer and the column stabilizer of T respectively
and consider the Young symmetrizer

er (sgnv)
aR(T) vC(T)

which is an element of the group algebra QSn. We now define the polynomial

Fs
by

FSr (x, ,x,) er
for S STab(,) and T Tab(). For the canonical standard tableau So of
shape , where the cells are numbered from the left to the right in consecu-
tive rows, starting from the top, FTs is proportional to the Specht polynomial
of T. We will call Fs

the higher Specht polynomial associated with (S, T).
For a standard tableau T STab ()the higher Specht polynomial Frs is

said to be standard. The Robinson-Schensted correspondence assures that

Z ISTab()12- nX.
21--n

Hence we have the set of n! standard higher Specht polynomials {FS;
S, T STab ( ), - n}. The following theorem is a fundamental property
of the standard higher Specht polynomials.

Theorem 1. (1) The set = gives a free basis of A-module P.
(2) The set : gives a free basis of Q-algebra H.

Here we only give an outline of the proof. Consider a A-valued symmet-
ric A-bilinear form on P:

< f, g> E (sgna) a(fg)/ H (xi x), f, g P.
aS i<j

This bilinear form is nothing but the divided difference ao(fg)
corresponding to the longest element o - 1 in S, (el. []). To

prove that - is a free A-basis of P, it is sufficient to see that the Gramian

with respect to the bilinear form ) is a non-zero constant. First of all it

is not difficult to check that for all f, g P,
<t,(f), er2(g) > 0 or <tr2(f), erl(g) > 0,

unless T2 T’, where T’ denotes the transposed tableau of T. To show that,

<tr ), tT, tXr, )> is a non-zero constant for S, T STab(), it suf-
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fices to check the following
Lemma. A pair (, v) R (T) x C (T) satisfies

<(x(S)), r(x?’)) > o,
if and only if a fixes i (S) and v fixes i(S’)’.

If the set of indices of S does not coincide with that of S, then we see
that

<(x;(,)), , (x;(,) > o or < (x;()) ,(x(;)) > o,
for any T. It happens that the sets of indices of S1 and S coincide for the

126 124
distinct S,, S2 STab(). For example, both S, 34 and S 36

5 5

have the indices {0,0,1,1,2,2}. In this case we can prove the existence of a
total ordering "<" in the subset of STab() consisting of such tableaux, for
which, if S, < $2, then

for all T STab(2) and for all a R(T), v C(T). All these arguments
imply that the Gramian of with respect to (,) is a non-zero constant.
The statement (2) is an easy consequence of (1).

3. Irreducible representiens in H. For 2 n, let V(2) be the
i(So)Specht module corresponding to , which is spanned by {Sr(Xr

T Tab(2)}, where S0 is the canonical standard tableau of shape 2. As is
well known, V(2) is irreducible and has a basis {Sr(xS); T STab(2)}.
In particular, we know

dim V(2) STab(2) H(,,o)h(,
where h (, fl)denotes the hook length of the (, fl)-cell in the Young
diagram . Since the S,-module H is isomorphic to the regular representa-
tion, each irreducible representation occurs in H with multiplicity equal to
its dimension. According to the graduation H e0 He the multiplicity in
He is described by the following Poincar series:

n()

M(q) q H=(1 q)
H(,,) (1 q"("’))

where (2) N"= (i- 1)2 for 2 (,. 2,) n. In other words, the
irreducible representation isomorphic to V() occurs me times in He, where

Ma (q) eo meq. It is nown that M,(q) is the Kostka-Foulkes polyno-
mial of shape and weight (1") (el. [1,21).

A basis of each irreducible component is given by higher Specht polyno-
mials as follows.

Theorem 2. Fix and S STab ( ). Then the space Vs (2
rra() QF is an irreducible Sn-module in Hc(s) isomorphic to V() equipped
with a basis s(2) {Fg; T STab(2) }.

To prove this theorem it suffices to check that the higher Specht polyno-
mials F (T Tab (2)) satisfy the following Garnir relations. Take the fl-th
and the r-th columns of T with fl < r. Fix a number 0 so that 1
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S’’r the grouIa(’), where a(7) is the length of the 7-th column. Denote by
of permutations of the set {C(ao, /), C(ao -+- 1, j), c(a(/9), /), c(1, 7)
c(2, 7),...,C(ao, 7)} and define the Garnir element by

G’- , (sgn)r QS,a

The Garnir relations for F P read
0 (1 _< ao -< a(r),/3 < 7).

It can be proved according to the line in [4] that F- Fs
satisfies the Garni

relations for any S STab(,) and T Tab(R).
Proofs and detailed discussions will be published elsewhere.
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